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In our everyday lives, cronos and kairos are associated with  the “rhythm of timing”
 (Gelang 2013)  and with the rhythms of “now”. The 'tense of time', like the tense of the 
 during the Flamenco dance, is here related to the tense and rhythms of now, in which the 
subsequent feeling of “now” can be understood in terms of “real-time impermanence” 
(Peary 2016).
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This means, in brief, that occurrences at Time 1 (t1) can mutate at Time 2 (t2) (
just think, for example, to your first kiss or to the birth of a child). The decision of 
stationarity, substituting occurrences at Time 1 and Time 2 for Time 0 (t0) in space,
 depends mostly on the metrics of our interests (Pyrcz and Deutsch 2014)1, but these 
cannot be disembarrassed from a correct parametrization of space-time and 
associated singularities.

Concentration of Chlorophyll in the Victoria Lake (20.00 mg/m²)
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True Color: Red = Band I1, Green = Band M4, Blue = Band M3. True-color or 
natural color: Combination of wavelengths as the human eye would see.
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Source: NASA SUOMI NPP: True Color Reflectance plus Chlorophyll Aqua/MODIS Satellite 29 March 2019
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https://icesat-2.gsfc.nasa.gov/

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/Grace/index.html
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/

https://www.nasa.gov/missions
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/servir/index.html

Bud Spencer in Banana Joe (1982)
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Source: GBIF Database 2019 
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In recent years, NASA scientists have developed new methods of geo-spatial micro-macro econometric analysis (Photoeconometrics) based on

single pixels are the smallest units of scientific enquiry. This type of analysis represents the future of scientific research.

My research couples geographic information system (GIS) analysis with big data mining, as well as with new forms of visual representation.

 near real-time big data. These include high-resolution NASA Earth Observatory (https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/) satellite imagery, where the 

Wildlife trade, water conflicts1 are important topics not only for men (see figure below), 
but also for the hippos. As correctly emphasized by the WWF “The world is dealing with
 an unprecedented spike in illegal wildlife trade, threatening to overturn decades of con-
servation gains. […] Wildlife crime is a big business. Run by dangerous international networks, 
wildlife and animal parts are trafficked much like illegal drugs and arms”2.

Climate change is also an additional threat to bio-diversity. Forest, water and nature conser-
vation becomes a priority. The composite satellite imagery below shows the amount of Chlo-
rophyll in the Victoria Lake (Africa) with a density is some parts of the lake estimated as more t
han 20.00 mg/m². Chlorophyll is fundamental for the hippos food chain, as this herbivorous 
mammal can eat up to 88 pounds of food per night3. The healthiest is the water habitat, the 
higher are the chances to sustain the hippo happy life. Convincing public policy governance
 must now stand to the side of the hippos!    

Footnotes:
1. https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/10/where-the-water-wars-of-the-future-will-be-fought 
2. https://www.worldwildlife.org/threats/illegal-wildlife-trade 
3. https://animals.mom.me/hippos-diet-2181.html 
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